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The Barn
Every detail went into the design and appointments so you can host the
perfect wedding or event. The barn’s Great Room with 32 ft. ceilings,
beautiful wrought iron and crystal chandelier, glass sconces, and 14 ft.
sliding doors on each end of the great room that can be opened to the
outside, making it a perfect combination of rustic and chic.
Even the weather vane that sits on top of the barn was custom designed by
an artist to depict a whimsical flying pig blowing his trumpet as he rings
in the celebration. Make sure to check him out when you visit!

CALL TO VISIT

(513) 403-2730
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Covered Back Porch

Perfect for cocktail receptions or back porch entertaining southern style.
A backup ceremony rain plan, the views at sunset are simply breathtaking
from this area.
String lights at night for setting the mood make the Covered Back Porch a
popular place for ceremonies or to just enjoy the beauty of the barn and
surrounding fields.

The Oak Grove

If you dream is an outdoor wedding, we have a 100 year-old oak grove that
has been waiting for you. Nestled below the barn overlooking the bass
pond, The Oak Grove is a perfect option for a ceremony, Spring through
Fall. Truly our favorite spot on the property, as we were married here
ourselves. This site has some of the prettiest views.

Ceremony Lawn
In front of the barn is a beautiful lawn that
can also be used for ceremonies.
Morning sunrise and afternoon sunsets make
the perfect lighting for photos and the
surrounding fields provide the perfect
backdrop for ceremonies during the day.
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Bridal Suite

Groom Suite

The bridal suite has a modern elegant
design and plenty of room for all of your
friends and family to get ready.

This one’s for the boys! They will have
plenty of room to get ready and pass
the time before the big event in this
large, private, air-conditioned suite
complete with private bath.

(top)

With three salon stations and plenty of
couch and chair seating, everyone will be
comfortable in this heated and cooled
space with its own private bathroom.
Full length mirrors and plenty of lighting
it will be the perfect place to get ready for
your event.

(bottom)

A huge leather couch, big screen TV,
poker table with plenty of seating,
deer antler chandelier and antique
barber’s chair with barber pole give
this “man cave” an upscale lodge feel.

